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STOCKHOLM: Swedish football authorities
postponed yesterday’s top-flight game
between IFK Gothenburg and AIK following
a match-fixing attempt that included “veiled
threats”. An AIK player had been offered “a
large sum of money” in exchange for trying
to ensure that they lose, the Swedish
Football Federation said.

“This is a very serious attack against
Swedish football and we will never, never
accept this,” Hakan Sjostrand, secretary gen-
eral of the federation, said in a statement.

“With veiled threats, the fixer demanded
that the player perform badly during the
match against IFK Gothenburg,” the state-
ment added. IFK Gothenburg’s sports chief
Mats Green identified the player as AIK’s
Greek-Canadian goalkeeper Kenny
Stamatopoulos, Green told the daily
Goteborgs-Posten. Stockholm-based AIK
refused to comment on the issue during a
press conference. The football federation
found out about the fixing attempt on
Wednesday and informed AIK, IFK

Gothenburg and the police, who have
launched an investigation.

“The starting point for all of our games is
that they’re safe and conducted in a sport-
ing manner,” Sjostrand said. “Based on the
information we’ve received, we cannot
guarantee that the IFK Gothenburg and AIK
game is a safe match.” The two teams, along
with the Swedish association, are expected
to agree on a new date for the match. 

Several match-fixing allegations have
emerged in recent years in Sweden, with

investigations not always resulting in a con-
clusion. IFK Gothenburg are Sweden’s sec-
ond-most successful club and the only one
to have won a European title (the UEFA Cup
in 1982 and 1987). However, the club has
had a difficult start to this season and are
11th in the championship after eight games.
AIK are sixth. In 2015, a Serbian player in the
Swedish second division was given a sus-
pended jail sentence and fined over
attempts to bribe three opponents to play
badly before a match. — AFP 

Swedish top-flight game postponed after fixing 

MONACO: Teenage star Kylian Mbappe helped Monaco
secure their first Ligue 1 title in 17 years with his 15th goal of
the season in Wednesday’s 2-0 victory at home to Saint-
Etienne. The 18-year-old raced clear of the visiting defence to
nervelessly roll in the opening goal after 19 minutes at the
Stade Louis II as Paris Saint-Germain’s four-year reign as
French champions came to an end. Valere Germain added a
second with the final kick of the match.

“We can finally say we are champions. I’m very proud of this
team, of these players. It’s a dream for me, I’m very happy,”
Monaco captain Radamel Falcao told Canal+. Leonardo Jardim’s
side were effectively guaranteed the title after Sunday’s 4-0 win
over Lille due to their vastly superior goal difference and need-
ed just a point to secure an eighth league crown. Monaco’s 11th
straight victory bumped them up to 92 points, six ahead of PSG,
and they can match the capital club’s single-season record of 30
wins in Saturday’s final game at Rennes.

“We’ve been able to hold on all the way against teams like
Paris and Nice who kept up with the pace until the end,” said
Mbappe.  “Unfortunately for them but luckily for us, we’re
the ones leaving with the trophy.” Not since Claude Puel
guided a squad featuring Fabien Barthez, David Trezeguet
and Willy Sagnol to the 1999-2000 title had Monaco been
crowned kings of France. Saint-Etienne held Monaco to a 1-1
draw in October, but Christophe Galtier’s side arrived in the
principality low on confidence after their 5-0 thrashing by
PSG and decimated by injury.

Germain caps triumph 
Mbappe’s meteoric rise this season has seen him torment

some of Europe’s leading clubs and it was hardly surprising
the teenager made the crucial breakthrough after a cautious
start. Stephane Ruffier palmed away a Mbappe snapshot with
the first real chance, but there was little he could do moments
later when the striker latched onto Radamel Falcao’s threaded
pass and calmly rounded the Saint-Etienne goalkeeper before
slotting home.

Monaco were far from their free-flowing best which had
seen them rack up over 100 goals in the league this term, with
Danijel Subasic forced to save from a Florentin Pogba header.
However Falcao came close to providing Monaco with added
breathing space when his powerful header from a corner was
superbly kept out by Ruffier.

Saint-Etienne youngster Arnaud Nordin charged through
the left-hand side of the Monaco defence after setting off from
inside his own half, but his effort lacked the pace to trouble
Subasic. Jordan Veretout then skipped beyond Subasic follow-
ing Henri Saivet’s through ball, but Poland international Kamil
Glik recovered in time to deny the on-loan Aston Villa mid-
fielder. Germain should have sealed the victory on 74 minutes
when Mbappe slid the ball across only for the Monaco acade-
my product to shin wide with Ruffier well out of the picture.
But he made amends deep into stoppage time as Thomas
Lemar sprang a counter-attack that left Germain with the sim-
plest of tap-ins to complete a memorable evening. — AFP 

Cash in or keep going: 
What next for Monaco?
PARIS: For Monaco, after the euphoria of a league title won in
brilliant style will come the realization that this could be the start
of a glorious era. A thrilling young team coached by Leonardo
Jardim clinched the Ligue 1 title on Wednesday, ending Paris
Saint-Germain’s recent domination of the French game. Having
made the capital its home for four seasons, the trophy goes to
the Mediterranean principality for the eighth time, the first since
2000 and the days of David Trezeguet. 

In the intervening period, Monaco have gone from the highs
of a Champions League final to the low of a stint in Ligue 2, but
they have now struck gold with a group of players around whom
Europe’s ogres are circling.  Teen sensation Kylian Mbappe has
taken France and Europe by storm, while Radamel Falcao has
gone from busted flush to a 30-goal striker once again. Bernardo
Silva was nominated for France’s player of the year prize and the
likes of Thomas Lemar, Tiemoue Bakayoko and Benjamin Mendy
have been transformed from exciting youngsters into some of
the most coveted performers on the continent. 

Cut down to size by Juventus in the Champions League semi-
finals, at home they have racked up the goals at an alarming rate
to hold off PSG’s formidable challenge, becoming just the fifth
team ever to hit the 100 mark in a French season. “We are aware
that we have done something historic because the club had not
been champions for a long time,” said Mbappe. On the face of it,
Monaco’s championship triumph looks to be the culmination of
the project started when Russian billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev
bought a controlling stake in December 2011.

At the time the club were languishing at the bottom of the
second division.  It has been an upward curve since, the renais-
sance stunning, but this triumph seemed unlikely when their
project changed dramatically just after Jardim’s arrival in 2014.
James Rodriguez was sold to Real Madrid, Falcao loaned out, and
Monaco went down the road of signing talented young players
who could be sold on for huge profit. 

After their run to the Champions League quarter-finals in
2015, Monaco sold Layvin Kurzawa, Aymen Abdennour, Yannick
Ferreira Carrasco, Geoffrey Kondogbia and Anthony Martial. But
no worry, they built again, their project overseen by vice-presi-
dent Vadim Vasilyev, a Russian former diplomat, and the current
crop has turned out even better. 

Will Mbappe stay? 
Close links to Portuguese super-agent Jorge Mendes have

helped, but a lot of homework has been done behind the scenes
to put together a side that has wrestled the title from PSG with a
comparative fraction of the budget.  “Hard work pays off. We are
seeing the success of everything that has been put in place,” said
Vasilyev recently.

“Some experts doubted the Monaco project, but it is a source
of great pride to see what Monaco have become today.” Given
the way in which Paris romped to the title last season, wrapping
it up in early March, Monaco’s championship triumph is enor-
mously refreshing.  For a club from a glitzy millionaire’s play-
ground this is no fairytale. Monaco are no minnows, but in a
modern game brutally dominated by an elite few, there is a risk
that a great side will be quickly torn apart.  Eighteen-year-old
Mbappe, dubbed the new Thierry Henry, has been linked to
Madrid and Manchester United. It will be difficult for Monaco to
resist an eye-watering offer.

Premier League clubs are keen on Bakayoko, a revelation after
a difficult first two years at the club, and Chinese clubs could
come back in for Falcao.  There will be comings and goings, but
how many changes are made is the key. Monaco face a dilemma
between cashing in and risking looking back at this season as a
glorious one-off, or keeping a team together and making this title
the first of many. — AFP 

Monaco claims their 1st  
French title in 17 years

MONACO: Monaco players celebrate at the end of their last French L1 football match Monaco (ASM) vs St Etienne (ASSE)
on May 17, 2017 at the “Louis II Stadium”. — AFP 


